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[Recording Off] 
[Recording On] 
[Where] 

The Salk Institute, Computational Neurosemantics Lab. 
[When] 

Not computable. 
[Who] 

Jim Schmitt, Professor and Head of Computational Neurosemantics Lab. 
Jane Smith, Reporter for New Scientist. 

[Jim] 
(Takes hands down from glasses) 
(Sits down) 
(Blank face) 
Have a seat. Make yourself comfortable. It looks like you already got your Espresso ready. 

[Jane] 
(Muffled speech) 
And a cookie too… Yummy! 
(Finishes munching a cookie) 
(Walks over to seat) 
(Sits down) 
(Takes a sip of the Espresso) 
(Puts down Espresso cup) 
(Looks at Jim) 
(Smiling face) 
(Leans back) 



Thanks for the Espresso. It’s my first today, so with the taste of the first Espresso in my mouth – I 
feel a wave of inspiration. I almost feel like science is exciting again. Espresso does that to me 
sometimes. 
(Looks around) 
(Looks at Jim) 
And thank you for last time. Our talk on top of the cliffs – looking out at the sea – really did 
something to me. I can’t put my finger on it… I just feel lighter, and like I’m on the right track… 
Yeah, and that science is exciting again – well, that’s probably just the Espresso.  
(Looks at glass door to computing cluster room) 
(Looks at big display) 
(Looks at glass door to room containing H-VCRs with liquid nitrogen cooled superconducting 
quantum interference devices – SQUIDs) 
(Sips Espresso) 
Science! Are you gonna give me some more science and technology to munch on? About that 
your next project – the project that nobody else has heard of… except maybe… 
(Looks at notes) 
(Looks up) 
…except maybe James Cameron. 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
(Concentrates) 

[Jane] 
(Whispers to herself) 
Looks like Professor Jim is activating science mode… 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
Yes, that’s right. You probably remember the human visual cortex recorder – or H-VCR. 

 



[Jane] 
Yeah. The device that could record what a person sees through his eyes and his brain, but 
without using a camera or probes into the brain. 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
The H-VCR was tested – as you remember – on hundreds – almost a thousand test subjects. Out 
of all of these test subjects, there were 17 where we found glitch images – still images that did 
not correlate with what the test subjects were seeing through their eyes and brain – a sequence 
of 5 images of progressively more complex organic-looking fractals – glowing white on a black 
background. The most complex of these 5 still images was the big spherically-shaped 
interconnected network – with an appearance resembling the structure of a big brain – with 
neurons, densely-branched dendrites and glowing synapses. 

[Jane] 
Yeah, I remember that. And there was a 31-second motion image sequence too – ending up in 
this white explosion and then this really pretty… 3D white… Yeah, 3D white… 
(Sighs) 
That sure was pretty. 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
Yes, that’s right. 

[Jane] 
(Flips through notepad) 
And you said James Cameron came to visit – just after you and Ron Bernstein won your Nobel 
Prize? 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
Yes, that’s right. He wanted to know if it was possible to use the H-VCR to record movies – just 
by imagining them. 

 



[Jane] 
(Flips through notepad) 
You said nobody – except you and Ron Bernstein… and then me… has seen those glitch images – 
the slide show of the organic fractals, and the 31 second video ending in the white explosion. Did 
you show them to James Cameron? 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
No I didn’t. 

[Jane] 
(Opens eyes) 
So what did you and James Cameron talk about then? Does your next project have anything to 
do with him? 

[Jim] 
(Concentrates) 
Yes. First I’ll have to explain the experiment we did with James Cameron – before I get to what 
the next project is. 
(Points to top of big display) 
Here are the five still images of the organic fractals – in sequence at the top – with the black 
image and the dot image put prior – in front in that sequence. Seven still images filling a row at 
the top of the display – with the black image and the white dot to the left, and the 
interconnected globe – spherical brain – to the right. 
(Point to middle of big display) 
And, there is the result of the white explosion – what you called 3D white. 

[Jane] 
(Relaxes and leans back) 
It still looks as pretty as it did last time I saw it. That sure brings back some serene memories… 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 



Yes, that’s right. Good observation. 
(Blank face) 
If we would have shown the still images – and the motion image sequence – to James Cameron 
before we did the experiment with him – he would have been biased – or prejudiced – before 
we did the experiment. 

[Jane] 
(Nods) 
Yeah, that makes sense. I guess that means you’re not going to do the experiment with me – and 
that James Cameron is the only person worthy of this important experiment. 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
(Looks at Jane) 
(Puts hands on knees as when initiating a motion to stand up) 

[Jane] 
(Confused and concentrated look – resembling the filtering of a thousand ideas in the blink of an 
eye) 
(Blank face) 
(Raises hand) 

[Jim] 
(Removed hands from knees and sits down and back) 
(Smiling) 

[Jane] 
(Sighs) 
(Takes a deep breath) 
Just give me a moment to explain. I’m glad you didn’t stand up and do your creepy acting. That 
stuff just scares the shit out of me. 
(Concentrated face) 



I remember what you said about shapes… shapes just being shapes, and that no shape was 
better – or more worthy – than another shape. So, the experiment that you did with James 
Cameron is not because he is a successful director and producer, a billionaire and a good 
person…  
(Concentrates) 
Everything – and every word – I just said is a sequence of shapes too… no more or no less worthy 
than James Cameron. 
(Relaxes) 
(Leans back) 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
Yes, that’s right. It looks like you’ve reached a stage where you can scare the shit out of yourself 
– without being reminded – and it doesn’t even make you scared anymore. The shit is no longer 
wet and sticky mud – it’s just dry dust. You can brush it off. 

[Jane] 
(Nods) 
Yeah. But you’re not going to do the experiment on me – I mean, I’ve already seen the images. 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
The experiment has to be done in a way that matches the test subject – in your case it would 
look different from how we would do the experiment with James Cameron. No matter what or 
who you are in this World – everybody gets the same treatment – the same experiment 
performed on them. We even experiment on Words. Even though the experiment is the same – 
at an abstract conceptual level – its manifestation as an interaction of internal relationships 
between sub-shapes will look different for each shape having the experiment being performed 
on them.  
(Pauses) 
If dropping something is the experiment being performed on that something – then for that 
something – the experience of being dropped will look different depending on what something 
that something is. 
(Concentrates) 



Drop a ball – it will fall and bounce on the ground.  
Drop a feather – it falls slowly to the ground and stays there.  
Drop a balloon filled with helium – it floats upwards. 
Drop a bird – it will fly, to who knows where. 
Drop a mind full of shit – the mind will feel empty, and have shit no more. Shit you not! 
(Points at Jane) 

[Jane] 
(Facial expression contains equal mixture of confusion and insight) 
(Relaxed face) 
(Leans back) 
It makes sense, but I can’t put my finger on it.  
You really sound like some kind of master Yoda – with a love for complex interactions between 
Worlds… I mean words… I mean… Yoda kept it brief, but you just go on and on into all the 
details. 
(Shakes head lightly) 
(Looks at Jim) 
I thought I was just asking you about the experiment you did with James Cameron. 
(Leans forward) 
(Sips Espresso from cup sitting on table) 
(Curious face) 
(Looks at Jim) 
Tell me about the experiment… specifically how it was done on James Cameron… 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
The question James Cameron asked us – the question was whether he could make movies just by 
imagining them – by recording his imagination with the H-CVR. 
(Looks at big display showing 7 still images on top row and 3D white filling the rest of the display) 



(Pauses) 
(Looks at Jane) 
I thought about that question – and told him that we would have a look to see what happened if 
the experiment was done on him. He was visibly excited about this – and we continued talking to 
hash out the details of how to do the experiment. We agreed that James Cameron would return 
home and give us a call once he got a new idea for a movie – it had to be a new movie, or else it 
would be biased in the direction of what was already made – or what was already manifested. 

[Jane] 
(Open eyes) 
(Visibly excited) 
Cool! Imagine a movie with… James Cameron imagining a movie… and imagine what that movie 
would be like! 
(Points to Jim) 
Looks like your still in science mode. Keep talking. 
(Sips Espresso from cup) 
(Looks at Jim) 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
Yes, that’s right. 
A few days after we talked with James Cameron – we got a phone call from him – E.T. phoned 
home – metaphorically speaking. He told us that heaven fell on him one day – and that when he 
came to – he had an idea for a new movie. We arranged for a meeting – an encounter – and 
decided upon a time for him to visit. 
(Pauses) 
(Looks at big display) 
(Clears big display) 
(Looks at big display) 
(Prolonged concentration) 

 



[Jane] 
(Subtle head shake) 
(Whispers and mumbles to herself) 
Professor Jim just talks weirder than any human… so weird… he’s probably senile or half-crazy, 
or both… Looks like he’s getting ready to show the experiment… 
(Sits up) 
(Looks at big display) 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
(Looks at Jane) 
Before our encounter with James Cameron, we had time to prepare a new version of the H-VCR. 
As you remember – the H-VCR that won us the Nobel Prize was bulky and used superconducting 
quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) that were cooled by liquid nitrogen and operating at a 
freezing cold temperature. 
(Points to glass door where liquid nitrogen tanks and bulky H-VCRs are located) 
We decided that we needed a more advanced H-VCR – with much higher resolution – with many 
more SQUIDs. For all practical reasons and purposes – the old SQUIDs, cooled by liquid nitrogen, 
were just not what we needed. So, we ordered the production of tens of thousands of advanced 
SQUIDs, just like the compact and lightweight SQUIDs in my glasses – the ones made with room-
temperature superconducting densely-packed bundles of multi-walled carbon nanotubes. 
(Taps at glasses) 
We used tens of thousands of these SQUIDs and packed them into a light-weight head-cap that 
was comfortable to wear. No strings attached – metaphorically speaking. Basically, we packed as 
many SQUIDs as we could into the cap – with the number of SQUIDs being limited by the surface 
area of the each individual SQUID and the total surface area of the head of the human test 
subject – James Cameron. No wires were attached, and the SQUID signals were transmitted 
wirelessly to our computing cluster in the same manner as with my glasses. 
(Taps finger once on glasses) 
(Pauses momentarily) 
(Moves finger from glasses to a pose pointing at glass door containing computing cluster) 



So, we packed in as many SQUID sensors as we could – into a comfortable H-VCR head cap. With 
the higher number of SQUIDs – resulting in a higher-resolution superficial sampling of the 
magnetic field of the brain – we believed that the backprojection of the measured SQUID signals 
– projected back through the inverse model of the visual cortex of James Cameron’s brain and 
further back through an inverse model of James Cameron’s retina – we believed that with much 
higher number of SQUIDs we would be able to capture the imagination of James Cameron with a 
more detailed level of visual abstraction than seen in imaginary and visually abstract glitch 
images and video you saw earlier. 

[Jane] 
(Holds hands on head) 
Man, you sure can talk!  
(Takes hands down from head) 
(Concentrated) 
So, with the new advanced H-VCR cap… you had a theory that you would be able to record real 
images from the imagination… real images with detail, like people and horses… and not just 
abstract images from the imagination… like those organic fractals and blinking and rippling 
colored and white dots… 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
Yes, that was our theory. 

[Jane] 
(Open eyes) 
(Curious face) 
Did it work? 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
With the advanced H-VCR head cap ready – we setup a quiet and completely pitch black room - 
an electromagnetically- and acoustically-shielded room – where James Cameron could lie 
comfortably in an environment shielded from all external influences and vibrations… 

 



[Jane] 
(Impatient face) 
Did it work!? 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
A place shielded from all external influences and vibrations, where James Cameron could lie 
comfortably in silence – and imagine his new movie – while we recorded everything and 
transmitted it to our computing cluster. Everything was ready for our encounter with James 
Cameron – and after calibrating the system to exactly match his brain – he went to the room, we 
closed the doors, and he imagined his new movie.  
(Pauses) 
The room was made very to be very comfortable – and we followed his preferences is designing 
the room. 
(Pauses) 
After 11 hours – we got a signal from James Cameron saying that he had managed to imagine his 
new movie in as great a detail as possible. He had to try several times to get it right – and he said 
that he had to try really hard to get the movie right – and failing part of the way, or almost there, 
a few times – he managed to get the movie completed in his imagination in a single one long 3 
hour daydream at the end of the 11 hours. 

[Jane] 
(Extremely curious pink face) 
Please tell me if it worked… 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
Partially… 

[Jane] 
(Frustrated face) 
This is like a never-ending story… Why can’t I just get a straight and final answer the first time? 

 



[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
You’ll find out soon enough. The system is an interconnected network of constant give-and-take 
– constant feedback loops – and things are rarely completely manifested in finalized dense form 
the first time around. The feedback loop will nominally require several iterations of the 
manifestation-observation cycle, before the idea settles down as a realized object in hard 
physical form. 
(Blank face) 

[Jane] 
(Shakes head) 
OK, Professor Yoda. I hear your words, but I don’t understand what you’re saying. Can you tell 
me about why it didn’t completely work… why it was only partially successful? 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
(Points arm quickly to big display) 
I hear you, and understand what you’re saying. Grab the popcorn and soda, and enjoy the 
movie. It’s a 3-hour movie, and you might want to visit the ladies room first.  

[Jane] 
(Shakes head violently) 
No, no, no! Just let me see the movie… now! Let me have my popcorn and soda… and turn off 
the lights… and… and leave me alone to watch the movie… Go talk to your old buddies or 
something… you probably have a lot of old friends… 
(Imitates Jim) 
Yes, that’s right. A lot of ancient friends – more than you can imagine, and friendly beyond 
shapes…uhm… words. 
(Begging face) 
Please Jim… the science is just too much in the huge doses you’re giving me… I just want to relax 
and watch the new James Cameron movie… alone. I need some space to let my imagination 
wander… 

 



[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
Yes, that’s right. You need some empty space to imagine in. 
(Stands up very calmly and moves to the door out) 
I’ll turn off the lights on my way out. Enjoy the movie. 

[Jane] 
(Excited face) 
Thanks Jim! You’re an ancient… I mean good friend. See you later! 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
Yes, that’s right. Lights Off! Movie On! 
(Turns off lights at light switch next to door) 
(Starts movie) 
(Concentrates)  
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[Recording On] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[Angle] 



[Recording Off] 
[Recording On] 
[Where] 

Point Dume, Malibu, California. 
[When] 

Not computable. 
[Who] 

Jim Schmitt, Professor and Head of Computational Neurosemantics Lab. 
Jane Smith, Reporter for New Scientist. 

[Jane and Jim] 
(Still looking out at sea) 
(Serene faces) 

[Jim] 
(Looks at Jane) 

[Jane] 
(Looks at Jim) 
It’s really peaceful up here… 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
Yes, that’s right. 
(Looks out at sea) 

[Jane] 
(Smiling) 
(Looks out at sea) 



You know… just a few moments ago… I remembered how excited I used to be over things… when 
I was a kid… a little girl… I remember this one time, when I really wanted to watch this movie… 
and I was so young, and my parents said it was getting late… and time to sleep… 
(Looks at Jim) 
So I just begged them to allow me to see the movie… even though it was getting late… and I was 
still so little… just a little girl… But I kept begging… Something deep inside me really wanted to 
see that movie… 
(Looks out at sea) 
(Holds hands and arms out wide towards the sea, as if giving something big away) 
…and then my parents said… Here you go, enjoy it! 
(Looks out at sea) 
And they gave me popcorn, soda… and a DVD of Terminator 2 – that old James Cameron movie… 
and I was just so happy… and then they turned off the lights, turned on the movie… and went to 
sleep… leaving me alone with my movie… just the way I wanted it to be… 
(Sighs) 
I really love that memory… sitting there in the dark… getting ready to watch my movie… alone 
with my imagination… 
(Looks out at sea) 
(Serene face) 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
(Looks at Jane) 
(Concentrates) 
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[Recording Off] 
[Recording On] 
[Where] 

The Salk Institute, Computational Neurosemantics Lab. 
[When] 

Not computable. 
[Who] 

Jim Schmitt, Professor and Head of Computational Neurosemantics Lab. 
Jane Smith, Reporter for New Scientist. 

[Jim] 
(Looks at Jane) 
Lights On! The movie just ended a few moments ago. There is nothing on the display now. It’s 
black. 
(Points at display) 

[Jane] 
(Jerks in seat) 
(Looks at Jim) 
Uhm… I was just day-dreaming a moment or two there… 
(Face appears to be gathering thoughts) 
Uhm… the new movie… recorded with the advanced H-VCR on James Cameron’s head… it 
basically was just a jumbled mess… 
(Confused head) 
I mean, it began well… with the arrival scene of E.T… I’ve never seen that movie before… but you 
know, it’s the kind of movie everybody knows… and after that seen it was just a jumbled mess of 
scenes from different movies… some movies that I’ve seen… and others that I’ve heard of… and 
it ended with the scene from Terminator 2… that scene were the Terminator has finished his 
mission on Earth, saved John Connor, and then the Terminator returns to his dimension… level… 
I mean… sinks down into the melting steel…  



(Shaking head) 
Aliens and robots… they’re kind of similar… connected in some way… but mixing those with 
scenes from animated fairy tales from Disney… of a Knight coming to save a Princess... and all in 
a seemingly incoherent order…  
(Sits up) 
(Opens eyes completely) 
…that’s not the kind of movie that’s going to win you an Oscar… not even if the excuse for 
making the movie is that it came from James Cameron’s brain. 
(Sits back) 
(Looks at big display showing a black image) 
(Relaxes) 
You know. I could still feel that there was a good message to the movie… maybe even a fantastic 
or life-saving one… but I can’t piece it together now. 
(Looks at Jim) 
I understand why the experiment was only partially successful. 
(Looks at big display again for just a brief moment) 
(Looks back at Jim) 
By the way! What did James Cameron think of the movie? Has he seen it, or am I the first to see 
this movie too? 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
I was expecting the reaction you had – as this is something I’ve seen thousands of times before – 
many times before. 
(Looks at big display) 
(Points at big display) 
James Cameron saw that movie, and he said it was exactly how he imagined it – the meaning of 
the movie being just as he envisioned it to be. He was very happy about it. 

 



[Jane] 
(Confused face) 
That makes no sense… I mean, maybe I’m seeing it from the wrong angle or something… but it 
really was a jumbled up and scrambled mess of a movie… and I think this same sequence scenes 
repeated themselves over and over… because I remember seeing the E.T. scene and that 
Terminator 2 scene at least 4 times each, maybe 5… 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
I will confuse you even more now. In my experience – confusion is one of the best states to be in 
– the reason being that the next state after confusion is insight. The greater the confusion – the 
greater is the insight that will follow. 
(Stern face) 
Pay attention! 

[Jane] 
(Sits up) 
OK! I can sense that you’ve got a reason for confusing me more… Confuse me now! 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
After James Cameron saw the 3 hour movie we recorded from his mind – using the H-VCR – we 
showed him another movie – a movie that we had never shown to him before. 

[Jane] 
(Attentive face) 
What did James Cameron say when you showed him this other movie… the movie you had never 
shown him before? 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
He asked me why I had shown him the same movie twice – why I showed him the recorded 
movie from his mind twice. 

 



[Jane] 
(Confused face) 
But you only showed James Cameron the movie recorded from his brain once! I don’t get it. 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
I sense that you will understand soon. We showed two completely different movies to James 
Cameron and he said they were the same movie. 

[Jane] 
(Shakes head) 
I’m still confused. That’s inconsistent or a contradiction in terms… I think… or… I mean, how can 
two different things be exactly the same thing? What was the other movie you showed him? Is it 
a movie I’ve seen? 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
Yes. It’s a movie you’ve seen. It’s a 31 second long motion image sequence that ends in a white 
explosion. 
(Points at big display showing black image) 
(Points around at imaginary images on big black display showing black image) 
We showed the 31 second movie – slowing down the frame rate so that he could see the details 
– and when the movie ended in the white explosion – he asked me why I showed his movie 
twice. 
(Points again at big display showing black image) 

[Jane] 
(Mixture of confusion and slight insight) 
Ah… uhm… did they have the same meaning or message or something… is that what James 
Cameron meant. I mean… what I mean is… 
(Face with flash of insight) 
Meaning! 



[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
Yes, that’s right. Sit back now and relax, while I explain. You know that I enjoy explaining things – 
explaining shapes. 
(Concentrates) 
Seen from the level of viewing things in a perspective involving multi-dimensional semantic 
equivalence – or seen from the level of just comparing things with respect to what they mean – 
at some level or another – two shapes are the same, because something.  
If you remove the because – the because clause – then you are left with the same.  
Of course, two things can be the same, because they are the same, but that’s just the same as 
removing the because and simply saying: They are the same. 
Two dots are the same, because they are the same. Two dots are the same. 
The similarity – between the two movies that James Cameron saw – the similarity is the because. 
An apple is the same as an orange, because they are both fruits. 
A carrot is the same as a cabbage, because they are both vegetables. 
A fruit is the same as a fruit. 
A vegetable is the same as a vegetable. 
The higher the level of abstraction – the more things are the same.  
At the highest level of abstraction – everything is the same, because they all are. The because at 
the highest level of sameness is: They all are. 
This is the simplest explanation for what sameness is – or for what similarity or semantic 
equivalence is. 
An AHA!  
A Type 1 AHA-experience is the moment of recognizing the sameness between two things – two 
shapes – two movies – two anything. 
You will learn more about the other types of AHA-experiences soon enough – but in different 
Words. 

[Jane] 
(Slightly confused face) 



So, if James Cameron was viewing both movies from a level of abstraction where they were both 
the same… then of course, he could be just saying that they were both movies… without going 
into further details… but I think there is more to it than that. 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
Yes, that’s right. There is more to it than that. For now, let us just say that after seeing the two 
movies, he had a Type 1 AHA-experience at the most detailed level of abstraction possible – and 
this level of abstraction – this dimension – was where James Cameron imagined his movie. 

[Jane] 
(Mix of insightful and confused face) 
That makes sense, but I can’t put my finger on it… It just seems to be above my head… 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
Yes, that’s right. You just had a Type 3 AHA-experience. 

[Jane] 
(Open eyes) 
What’s that? What’s the difference between a Type 1 and a Type 3 AHA-experience… and… 
uhm… how are these two AHA-experiences the same… 
(Confused face) 

[Jim] 
(Blank face) 
This will be explained to you soon enough. See if you can have another AHA-experience right 
now. 

[Jane] 
(Face appears to be gathering thoughts) 
Uhm… 
AHA! 
(Smiles) 



James Cameron says that his new imagined 3-hour movie is the exactly the same as the 31-
second motion image sequence from that one test subject for the original bulky H-VCR… the how 
can both James Cameron and the test subject have seen the same movie – if you were the only 
one that had seen both? 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
You just had a Type 5 AHA-experience – actually finding an answer, then forgetting the answer – 
remaining at this level only with a question – a question that didn’t exist to you until just a few 
moments ago. Still, the answer to the question you found is trickling down – and you may later 
figure that out by having a different type of AHA-experience at this level. 

[Jane] 
(Subtle shaking of the head) 
(Slightly confused look) 
I feel that our conversation has gone off track… just way, way off track… but… I just don’t 
remember what I came here to ask you about… If only I could find… uhm… 
(Face appears to be searching for answers) 

[Jim] 
(Smiling) 
Yes, that’s right. At one level of abstraction – at this level you are forgetting – and at another 
level of abstraction – at that level you are searching – remembering. Searching and remembering 
are the same, because… 
(Concentrates) 


